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This study examined the impact on direct labor requirements
resulting from externally caused production rate changes in the
T-38/F-5 airframe production program. The basis for the study
was the research conducted at the University of Oregon by
Lieutenant Colonel Larry L. Smith in 1975-76. Be used a modifi-
cation to the standard learning curve model and devised a procedure
to determine the forecasting ability of the model using data from
the 1-4, 1-102e and KC-135 programs. -Smith found that production
rate, as expressed in his modified model, showed a significant
inverse relationship to direct labor requireiftents. Additionally,
his model provided substantially improved labor requirement fore-
casts as compared to corresponding forecasts provided by the
standard learning curve model. In this study, which replicated
Smith's research using T-38/F-5 data, Smith's findings and con-
clusions were validated. Based on the consistency of findings,
Smith's model is recommended for use in forecasting direct labor
requirements in an active airframe production program.
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Chapter I

ni:ODVZ CfI AND OV v W

The bistoz' of cost overz'=ms in the acquisition

of complex weapon systems indicates a usignficant cost

estimating problem within the Depa' h t of Defense (DoD).

This problem is manifested in several ways, two of which

are mo t discouraging. First, production deceleration or

possiblT termination is necessa_7 if additiona. fu-

cannot be budgeted. A second, and possibly worse mani-

festation is the loss of public tzust and support for the

DoD when overruns are perceived to be the result of waste-

fu. mismanagement. Given that DoD budget cutting is a

current political theme, the DoD can ill-afford. any

avoidable adverse publicity. In this context, the need

for more accurate cost estimating techniques is quite

clear.

The Comllemitr of Accurate Cost Estimation

Since coat estimation relies on forecasting

future events and trends, the entire process is plagued

with uncertainty. A comon practice is to identify

bistorical trends and project them into the future.
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his practice is reliable when future trends are consis-

tent with those in the past. However, since the future

is filled with unpredicted events and complications,

prection of past trends into the future often produces

mrelble estimates.

In aircraft production mazy complexities arise

during the life of the production program. Por instance,

it is sometimes necessary to alter the programmed rate of

production. An excerpt from a recent RAND report pin-

points this problem:

The prime requirement for efficient production-
a stable, fairly long production run-is usually
lacking in the airframe industry. Plans are made
to produce at one rate, and then because of design
problems, cost growth, funding problems, modifica-
tions, etc., the rate is changed. Decisions on
rate of output are based, on military, financial,
and political considerations, not efficiency of
production 17:8].

Limitinx the Problem

During initial contract negotiations for an air-

craft production program, a tentative monthly delivery

schedule is developed for the lite of the program.

However, formal contractual agreements between the DoD

and the contractor are usually limited to the first

year's delivery requirements. Delivery rates for subse-

quent years are to a large extent determined by the amount

2



of program fund appropriated from 7ear to yea.r by the

Congress (11:2). Specifically, the funds appropriated

may be more or roe than the amount needed to maintain

the delivery schedule which was negotiated at the outset

of the program. One resulmt of such budget changes is

acceleration or deceleration of the delivery schedule for

the subsequent year. Since the contractor has estimated

his production resource requirements on the tentative

production. schedule, changes in that schedule will require

him to evaluate the new requirements and their associated

costs. The DoD must similarly reevaluate its cost esti-

mates as a basis for negotiating contract revisions.

One estimate requiring revision involves the direct

labor requirement costs associated with fabricating and

assembling each airrame1 under the revised delivery

schedule. The tzadLtional approach to estimating these

labor requirements involves the use of "leaming curve"

theory.

Ihe airframe can be viewed as an accounting

enGtit7 that encomasses the mauufacturer's produc-
tion responsibility. Jor example, airframe costs
would not include the direct labor hours required
to produce engines and avionics but would include
the hours required to install those components.
In contrast aircraft costs would include all the
costa associated with producing the aircraft [:31.

3



Th* theory of the leazning curve in a popular form

statea that "as the total quantity of units produced

doubles, ho cost per unit declines by some constant per-

Omtage C10:1.0 Wh. this theory is applied to direct

labor ow !-q~atte term. "cost" in the above defizni-

tion. is coimnly replaced with "direct labor man-hours

per pound of airfrMe."2 Por simplicity, this lengtby

phrase will often, be shortened to "labor hours"t or "direct

labor hours' in future references.

Ahough. this traditional learniug curve theory

is still widely used,, it does not systematically consider

the impact of anticipated production rate changes result-

inig from delivery schedule revisions. 3 n other wo rds,

the impact of the acceleration or deceleration of learning

opportimities that an explicit production rate change

would cause is not incorporated in the traditional theory.

Concern over this apparent discrepancy has resulted in

numerous approaches to incorporate a production rate

factor in labor hour estimation formulas.

2tUsing this expression as a prowq for "cost"
divorces the complicating effects of fluctuating wage
rates from. the estimation process. After labor hour
requirements have been estimated, the expected hourly
wage rates can then be used to estimate the actual
dollar costs (3:5).



Boat of these, approaches are modifications to

the tradtional leamaing curve theoryq buit none have

received general acceptance. One reason that none have

beeom widely accepted is probably because of divergent

resesarch results obtained using the various approaches

(11 :15). Hoever, of particula~r interest are the

researoh efforts from 19%9 to 1976 by Gordon T. Tobson

(6), Joseph A. Orsini (10), Joseph V. Noah (8), and

Lam~ L. Smith (11) which yielded compatible results.

Although each of these Individuals concluded from

their research that direct labor requirements were signif-

icantly effected by produaction, rate changes, Smith's

approach and findings are the most promising for ext ended

research. The basis for this assert~ion is that Smith's

approach was validated by analysis of historical Produc-

tion. data from the P-49, P-102, and E-135 programs, and

as he suggested., man obvious extension of this research

effort is to duplicate the procedure on additional pro-

The Research Problem §tatement

Replication of Smith's labor hour estimation

approach, using historical data from different production

programs, is needed to further validate his approach.



Research Ob:ectives

Th prime objective is to identif the impact

on direct labor requirements resulting from, exte=117l

caused production. rate changes in. an. ongoi.ng production

p o a. If thin primax objective is accomplished, a

second objective of further validating Smith's approach

will be concurrently achieved.

With the problem narrowed, and objectives outlined,
the next chapter is devoted to a review of past research

approaches and findings. Chapter 3 discusses the research
-N

hypotheses and the metbodolog for testing these bymoth-

eses. Chapter 4- discusses the T-38/P-5 data and presents

the results of analtsis and hypothesis testing. Chapter

5 summarizes this research effort with a discussion of

interpretations and conclusions.
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Chapter 2

A.ST0 01 LLO TU. ESBM I T L G TEI'IQCS

-This chapter traces the history and development

of trdit ioal learnig curve cost estimating techniques

as well as the development of four modifications to the

standard technique. The major emphasis is placed on

the resea=h effort's of Johnson, Orini, Noah, and Smith

since their findigs are compatible, and. as such foz the

basic Justification for this research. Smith's esearch

is given particular emphasis, since his method will be

c: replicated.

Standard Leaxinc .rve Cost Model'

Mathematical modeling of the learn"g curve theory

is gener.l credited to T. P. Wrigt who published his

work in 1936. arold Asher reports that Wight, s model

was - AXE, where:

T represents the cumulative average direct man-hours,

X represents the cumulative number of airfames
produced,

A represents the direct man-hour cost of the first
airframe, and

7



B is a negative eiponent whose value reflects the
slope1 of the learning curve for a particular
production program (1016-17).

Asher further reports that following World War

II, I. IL Crawforl conducted. studies of 200 jobs in the

aizfzame mnufactmring process. Crawford, concluded

from. these studies that direct labor hours should be

represented by T a Le where:

T represents the direct man-hours for the Xth unit
(as opposed to the cumulative average), and

A, I, and B have the same meaning as defined
previously (1:21-24).

This second lormulation is appropriately called the unit

learning curve model, and will be referred to as the
2

standard model for the remainder of this paper.

Reason for Continued Use

Although the standard model is non-linear in its

normal form, it can be linearized. through a logsritbmic

(log) transformation where Log T - Log A + B Log X.

1The slope of the curve is described in terms of
the percentage decrease in labor hours for each doubling
of output. For le if the labor required to pro-
duce the 100th unit a 80 percent of the labor required
for the 50th unit,. the slope of the curve is 80 percent.

2or each slope, the value of B is fixed (1:17).
2 A logarithm "base" can be used for the trans-

formation.
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This transformation is easily made by plotting untrans-

fozmed curve points on "log-log" i graph paper. Por perfect

model data, the curve would, be tras~fozmedl to a straight

line. Thi facilitates visualization of relationships

within the model, and permits rather simple mathematical

computation and manipulation (5:1-5). These appealing

characteristics have no doubt contributed to the model's

widespread acceptance and continued use.

Standard Model Limitation

Although the standard model is still widely used,

it does not systematically consider the impact on direct

labor hours resulting from extennaJly caused changes in

production rate. Conce= over this discrepancy has

several intuitive justifications as follows: (1) Workers

would seemingly be motivated to work faster if they sense

management pressure to increase production rate. The

reverse result also seems logical if a production slow-

dom is mandated; (2) Task specialization seems more

likely as production rate increases and additional

ofters axe hired. The reverse effect would be anticipated

iU production rate decreases; (3) Machine set-up times

and tooling costs can be distributed over a greater

number of airframes if production rate is high (1:87).

9
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Recognition of these justifications for consider-

ing the impact of production rate is the DoD requirement

for milita7 weapon system development programs to tie

production costs to a specific production rate as earl7

as the conceptual phase of the program. Ruthermore, the

militax7 serTice must consider the effect of production

rate throughout the various phases of the acquisition

process (7:1).

Develooment of Three-Dimensional (5-D) Cost Models

The 3-D cost models of importance to this research

are those which modify the standard model by including a

second independent variable to s7stematically account for

production rate changes. In this context, the cost models

and findings of Johnson, Orsini, Noah, and Smith are

presented.

Gordon J. Johnson. Johnson used the following additive

form model to predict labor requirements for rocket

motors; Y a A + IM, + MZ, where:

T represents the direct labor hours per month,

3. represents the.production rate in equivalent
units per month,

12 represents the cumulative units produced as of
the end of each month, and

A, B and C are coefficients determined b7 regression,
and Z is assiged different values until _a optimum
regression coefficient of determination (R) is
achieved (6:34-38).

10



Johnson reported that a logical physical interpre-

tation. of the regression coefficients wa~s not made. The

Z value was enaected to approximate the negative slope

ec;onent for the standard lean.in1 curve; however, the Z

value

*obtained in the proposed model suggests
IL slope Of the Order Of 20%. This is substantially
different from the usual improvement (Lea"Ming
curve) slopes of about 80% £6:37J.

Johnson attributed this unexpected value of Z to the inter-

action of the other variables in his model which are not

found in the standard model (6:38).

The results from regressing his model against the

7 four rocket motor data sets are summarized in Table 1.

Johnson reported that an inadequate labor accounting sys-

ten., used by the mauufacturer to generate data set threet

was the probable reason for the low (.308) R2 value. By

discounting the results from data set three, Johnson

concluded that production rate is a significant determi-

nant of direct labor requirements (6:39).

Jose-ph A. Orsini. Orsini's initial objective was to

determine the applicability of Johnsoa's model for air-

frame production by testinj it against C-14.1 production

data. The procedure employed was to regress Johnson' a



I I

Tab2le I

ezmw7 of Johuson' Repre.on Aalysis

Coeficients or

Deotoination (R )&

Data Set

Regression Variables 1 2 3 4

Labor hou.-s _s.Cumulative units .753 .395 .00678 .763

Labor hours n CMaUt-V units
& Production Rate .932 .808 .308 .927

a&2 is a statistical value, ranging from 0 to 1,

that reflects the efficiency of a regression model.

1o2.3e: (6:34).
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model in its 3-D form and compare results with those

obtained using a tro-dimensional (2-Dl) form of tbe model

with the production rat. variable omitted (10:347)

To provide a second comparison point, Orsini

then convred Jobsou' s model from the additive fo=m to

a. ultiplicative form. The resulting model wasn

I w e B2 w..re:

T represents the direct labo' hours per quarter,

I represents the number of units produced per
quarterg

X2 represents the cumulative units produced as of
the end of each quarter,

B0 B .,, and B2 are regression coefficients, a
is the base of the nature.l logarithm system
(10:66).

To facilitate regression, this model was transfozmed to

a linear form b" taking the natural logarithm of all

terms where IL. T'- B0 + B, Ln. 3 +2 n X2- The results

of regressing this model, and the two forms of Johnson's

model, are summarized in Table 2.

The reason for the differing values of Z pre-

sented in Table 2 is that Orsini was concerned with the

procedure of estimating the Z value and then treating it

as a constant during regression. By regressing the

standard model against the 0-14.1 data, he determined that

'13
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the actual leang curve slope was 73 percent. Since

Rwas ia hr for the arbitrazily chosen. 80 percent

slope Z value (-.3219) than it was for the actual 73
percent slope Z value (-.4-529), he questioned the worth

of includ4ng Z in the model (10:71).

Orsini drew two conclusions from the results

listed in Table 2. Pirst, the prdnction, rate variable

contributes iportantly to the explanatoz7 power of both

the additive and multiplicative models. Second, he.

concluded that the multiplicative model ave better

results because the requirement to estimate the Z value

is eliminated (10:71).

Josenh V. Noah. Noah studied the A-7 and 2-4 airframe

production costs, and conducted an analysis of all major

airframe cost elements. However, only the statistical

analysis of production. rate effects on direct labor hours

is presented here (9:4).

The model he used is foux-diensional, but since

it includes a production rate variable, it is of interest

to tbi research. His model was T a eAZAI where:

T represents the average direct labor hours per
pound of airframe produced for each airframe lot,

11 represents the cumulative output ezpressed as
pounds of airframe produced thrugh the midpoint
of each successive airframe lot,



12rpresents the piroduotion rat* expreused as the
average pounds of airframe delivered per month
betveen the first and last delivez7 of the lot,

Xrepresents the total airflame pounds ordered for
the year,,

e is the base of the natx'l logaritbm, and

A., B, C, and D are regression coefficients (9:33).
Noah used a log-transfomed version of his model

to regress A.-7 and P-4 data and obtained R2 values of .80

and .99, respectively (9:33). He reported that statis-

tical1 analysis revealed the contribution of the produac-

tion. rate to be sismi icant in each relationshbip examined

To apply his model beyond the A-7 and 1-4 data,

he formulated a generalized model by averaging the regres-

sion coefficients (B, C, and D) obtained for the two pro-

graew. He used this generalized model to predict labor

requirements for a follow-on, lot of P-14 airframes which,

at the time of his report, were not yet produzced (9:86).

Since actual data correspoinding to the P-14

predicted values were not available, the accuracy of the

prediction. could not be examined. However, the averaging

of regression coefficients based upon the analysis of

only two program is questionable. This is particularly

so, since the corresponding coefficients between the
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programs were considerably different: 21 percent di.-

ference for the B coefficients, 51 percent for C coef-

ficients, and of the opposite algebraic sigm for D

coefficients (9:86).

Larry L. Smith. Smith's objective was to develop and

test a procedure to consider the effect of a production

rate change on the direct production labor requirements

to produce additional airframes within the same program

(11:3). He also clearl7 indicated that:

One purpose of this research is to develop a
model form and define variables so that model
parameters can be tailored to a contimning air-
frame production program. These tailored modelsU, would then be used to predict the direct labor
costs of additional airframes 1l:56].

He further stated that "there is no intent to develop a

generalized model, only a generalized approach to

building tailored cost models £11:571." Specifically,

he wanted to develop a single cost model form that could

be tailored to any given program, but he did not consider

a generalization of model coefficients between programs

to be appropriate. luthermore, within each program

the coefficients should be updated as additional produc-

tion data become available.

The model Smith chose was a modified version of

Orsini's multiplicative model. The modified version was
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Ir represents the unit average direct labor hours

iirequired to output each pound of airframe in.
lot iL

i represents the cumulative output of all airframes
of the same type through lot i,

2i represents the lot i production rate for all air-
frames of the same type, and

€i represents the variation3 in each dependent
variable value that-is not explained by the two
independent variables, and

BO, Bi, B2 are regression coefficients (11:43).

He defends this model choice with the following

reasons:

Other writers have suggested that it might be
a good Vredictor in this application. Multiple
regression analysis is facilitated by this choice.
Pinally, investigation of some test data indicates
that it works well 11:43].

His reference to facilitating multiple regression stems

from the fact that while the model was curvilinear in

its natural form, it could be linearized by taking the

logarithm of all terms. The resulting transformed model

3€i is a statistical error term that accounts

for differences between observed values and those pre-
dicted by the model. When the model is used to predict
values within or beyond the historical data, the 10Ci

term is omitted from the model (11:43 and 4:23-27).
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When. c:resed. in this form, mu.ltiple linear regression

was possible (1i:4.5)

Within this model, Smith used two methods to

calculate a pro3W for the production rate variable.

Me first he called a "lot average manufacturing rate"

which he defined as the num er of airframes in a lot

d.ivided by the lot time span. Tbe lot time span is the

time between the lot release date for the first a.irframe

and the completion date for the last airframe. He

defined, the second production rate pro3" as the lot

"delivez7 rate" which is the actual monthly aixframe

acceptance rate (11:11-13).

AB a means of isolating the produAction rate's

contribution to the explanatoz7 ability of the model,

he also made use of a form of the standard model,

. - B0 - .• 10 , where the s7mbols have the same

meaning an in his 3-D model. He referred to this second

model an the "reduced" modelt and described his 3-D model

an a "full" model (11:69). By regressing historical

production data with each model, and comparing the

statistical results, he identified the contribution of

each independent variable.
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In addition to detemining bow well. the full and

reduced models fit the data., , St a±lso cond.ucted, predac-

tive abilit tests for each model. The procedure was to:

(1) omit a portion. of downstrea, data, (2) regress each

model agaist the remain4ng data to obtain. model coef-

ficients, (3) predict downstream values using the coef-

ficients obtained, and (4) compare the predicted values

with the actual values in the production data (11:56).

He did not develop statistical analysis for the predictive

ability tests, but insatead used, subjective analysis. He

considered the predictive ability to be good if the

model's prediction. did not deviate from observed values

by more than au arbitrazrly chosen five percent (11:96).

Faxthexmore, since the primaz7 use for his model was to

predict labor requirements as an aid to negotiating

contract revisions for a subsequent year's production,

he was mainly concered with each model's predictive

ability for one year into the future. So, although he

tested each model's predictive ability for time spans

eceediug one year, he was not particularly conce-ed

with results berond the one year time frame (11:56).

When the data provided by the anufacturers per-

sitted, Smth evaluated fabrication and assembly labor
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hours by segregating data into fabrication and assembly

categories. This was possible with the P-4 and KC-135

data, but not with the P-102. In addition, since the

1-4B through 1-41 airframes were uigificant modifications

of the 7-A airframe,,. the data for these different air -

frame types were at times separated and treated as two

production pogams (1-1:60,75).

In total, Smith set up 16 test situations for

regression anialysis and conducted predictive ability

teats for most of these situations. Regression analysis

and predictive ability test results are summarized in

Tables 3 and 4., respectively. In Table 4 the test

situations are identical1 to those described in Table 3

and the results presented are limited to one year

predictions.

The conclusions drawn by Smith were as follows:

1. Production rate was correlated negatively

and importantly with unit labor hour requirements.

2.* "Lot average manfactuaring rate" gave better

results as a proxy for production rate than did the

"delivery rate." However, both proxies contributed

importantly to the full model'sa explanatory power.

3. The full model fit the data better than the

reduced model, as evidenced by the R2 values.
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Table 4'

Tes.t

eS7 of Smith's PrAedictive Ab.ility Teas

situation Jlll odel Reduced Model

1 -2.63 1b..5
2 2.23 13.6

3Not Reported 13.6
4.2.24 5.26

53.07 5.26
6 -7.84- Not reported
7 a"Not reported

8-0.67 -1.07
9 -4.16 '1.07

.10 -1.05 56

111 3-51 Not reported
12 4.5 -3
-13 "b" b

14 wbw Wb "
15 wbu wb 0
16 "b" "

aSaith re4"orted the deviation was greater tban that
for' test 6, but did not indicate th. exaCt vlue (11:94).

b Sath reported that not en.ough data points were
available for' meaningful predictive ability tests (11:131).
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4. The full model explained fabrication labor

hour variations more uly than assembly labor hour

variations.

5. he production rate variable stabilized and

improved. the predictive abilit7 of the full model for

the P-4 and P-102 programs, but tests for the W-135

were either impractical for lack of sufficient data

points or inconclusive for the test situation containing

sufficient data points.

6. Trying to formulate a generalized cost model

from results from the P-4, P-102, and KC-135 data should

not be attempted since the model coefficients varied

si=I ficantly (11:142-146).

The mnin theme of fhe literature review in this

chapter is that production rate is an important explainer

of variations in the direct labor hours required to pro-

duce airframes. More specifically, models containing

both cumulative output and production rate variables were

able to explain more of the variation in direct labor

requirements than models with only a cumulative output

variable. Based upon these findings, further investigation
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- of production =ato effects is justified. In pazticulsz',

Smith's£ model and finding ae worthy of fuz'ther valida-

tion.
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Chapter 3

PMA l MM ?EDLGI

Th-is chapter outlines the procedures used and

resea~rch botheses tested. Except for minor deviations,

* which. are discussed as the7 arise, the kqpotheses and

* procedures outlined are the same as Smith's. For ease

of reference the chapter is divided into six major sec-

tions:

1. Objectives and approach,

2. Variable relationships.,

3.Model definitions and assumptions ,)

4.- Research b~yotheses,

5. Data collection and manipulation,

6. Sumazr7 of methodology, assumptions and
limitations.

O3.J=TIVES AM A2PPROACH

The prime objective of this stud7 was to identify

the impact on direct labor requirements resulting from

externally caused product ion rate changes in an ongoing

production program. In accomplishing this objective, a

second objective of further validating Smith's model was

concurrently achieved.
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The approach was to collect historical production

data from the T-38/7-5 proram and evaluate it by rpZlica-

ting Smith' s approach. An in his research, no attempt was

made to fonzulate a generaZled cost model. The intent

was to ovaluate the !-38/7-3 production data as a means

of tailoring a labor hour prediction model to a specific

program.. Therefore, a comparison of regression coef-

ficients obtained for the T-38/7-5 program and those

obtained by Smith was of casual interest only. The ulti-

mate value of the tailored model was a function of its

abilit7 to predict labor requirements for production of

additional airframes.

T hee aizframe production variables and their

relationships were investigated. The variables were

assumed to be continuous and were identified as follows:

(1) direct labor maun-hours per pound of airframe produced,

(2) the cumulative number of airfroaes produced, and (3)

the airframe production rate. Although any one of these

three variables could be treated as dependent on the

other two, direct labor man-hour. was treated as the

dependent *ariable. This was reasonable since both the
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cuinlative output and the production rate are subjeoct to

control through contractual agreement and man agement

The labor 3:urs rariabi.

Mhe dependent variable was expressed in th~ree

categories: (1) total, (2) assembly, and (3) fabrication.

When expressed as total direct labor hours,, it included

all the hours required by the contractor and major sub-

contractors to fabricate parts, assemble components from

the parts, assemble the airframe from the components and

to install components such as avionics and engines. It

did not include the labor to produce the avionics,, engines,

raw materials, and bench stock item such, as rivets and

standard fasteners (11:38). Each labor hour categoxy

was subjected to regression analysis and predictive

ability tests.

An important characteristic of the dependent

variable is that it was expressed as a labor hour require-

ment -per pound of airframe. In general,9 the total direct

labor hours required to manufactiure an airframe will

increase as the ai-rframe weight Increases. Since design

changes often dictate a change in total airframe weight,

this form of the dependent variable was used t o s7stema-

tically redace variations in total labor requirements.
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This is a nommal, procedure which provides a cooun basis

* tor compari.ng Indnt7xa gov.~zen~t estimates. Spec ific.-

Govenmot alld Mhd~Ust%7 Plaers have aMMeed
to a Defense Contractor Plannlm. Repor (DOE)
weigh~t that exclues the Gove~en~t fu±shed

equimen, fuel and lubricants. The DOPE weight
=as Zor.: called the Airframe 1Manufacturer
Planning Report (AZME) weight t*11:11-123.

In. this research thenu, the dependent variable was actually

the unit average direct l.abor man-hours p.: DOPE pound

of airfmee in each lot produced (11: 413).

The Culative Out.ut Variable

Cumulative output is normally defined as the

cuuative number of airframes produced at a given poin~t

in production. However, when airframes are produced in

lots,, production data are normally aggxe ated for the

entire lot, and actual data to produce each airframe

camnot be determined. Por this reason, the cumulative

output variable wasn expressed as one-half the lot size

plus the cumulative number of airframes produced in

previous lots. This lot midpoint value was used to

match a corresponding lot avrg labor hou~r value as

the dependent variable (11:4i2).
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Purthea, in accordance with established leam±ng

curve theoz, the first lot midpoint was adjusted to allow

for the teep drop in the labor hours variable for the

first few aizframes The adjustment factor was extracted

from leamin curve tables using the percent learn

slop* determined by regressing the standard model against

the unadjusted midpoint data (2).

The Production Rate Variable

Since production rate is an abstract variable and

not directly measurable, a suitable proz7 had. to be

developed. The construction of this proxy depended upon

the format and detail of production data provided by the

manifactQrer. Both the lot average manufacturing rate

prox and the delivery rate prox developed by Smith

were used in this research (11:41).

The lot average manufacturing rate was calculated

an the number of airframes in a production lot divided

by the production time span. The lot release date of

the first airframe in a lot and the completion date of

the last airframe in the lot defined the limits of the

production time span. The lot release date was defined

as the date work orders were issued to fabricate the

first batch of parts in a lot. The completion date was
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the date the customer accepted the last completed aircraft

in a lot by simatume (11 .1).

he lot delivery rate was calculated by dividing

the umber of airrames in a lot by the time span over

which airframes were delivered for that lot. This time

span was the time between acceptance of the first and

last aircraft in the lot. Constructing this rate required

on 1 the mxmber of airframes in the lot and the acceptance

dates ('11:44).

MODE ,1771OM AND ASSM0P=--

As discussed in Chapter 2, Smith exyam"ied two

models which he labeled as the "reduced model" and the

tfull model." They are reiterated here for ease of

reference.

Model Definition

The reduced model is a form of the standard

learnig curve model where:

B I
Y, BO o• .e • 0.

The full model includes a second independent variable for

production rate where:
i BO B, B " "

iO~1i 2i
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Common terms in each model have the same meanin and are

described as follows:

Xj represents the unit averae direct labor hours
required to output each pound of airframe in
lot i,

3 i represents the cumulative output of all airframes
.of the same type through lot i,.

X2i represents the lot i production rate for all air-
frames of the same t7pe,

represents the variation in each dependent variable
value that is not explained by the two independent
variables, and

B, B and B are regression coefficients (11:42).

Model Evaluation Assumtions

Least squares multiple linear regression was used

to analyze each model. To facilitate regression analysis,

the models were transformed to a linear form by tak in

the logarithm of each term. These transformed models are

also reiterated. In log-linear form the reduced model

is

Log T aLOSgBO + BLoa Z 1i ci

and the full model is

Log . g o + B 1 Log 1 + B Log + ,.

To permit statistical uignificance testing on the

regression results, the error terms in the logarithm

domain were assumed to be normally distributed with a
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mean, of zero And a constant variance. Puxther, the error

terms were assmed to be independent of each other and of

the iepdetvari~ables.

I problem with regression analysis in this

situation is that =Lti-collineaz'ity between the two

independent variables will probably7 occur. Support for'

this possibility is taken from the basic leamin curve

theory stated in reverse. Specifically, if available

labor hours are held constant while cwwu.jative output

increases, the rate of production should increase because

each successive item requires less labor production time.

Wban high wulti-collineaxity exists between

independent variables in regression analysis, the stan-

dard error of the estimate of the individual regression

coefficients may become unreliably large (11:46). One

result of this might be to reject the significance of the

coefficients when, in fact, they are sigmificant. WhIle

ualti-collineaz'ity may cause statistical significance

teats to fail, the predictive ability of the model may7

not be impaired. Since predictive ability is the ulti-

mate test of the model, the production rate's contribution

to the model can still be subjectively evaluated by com-

paring predictiQnA, made with the full1 and reduced models,

against each other and against the observed -values.



Th~e three research botheses tested by Smith.

were also tested in this research. The first stated that

"production rate is an important explainer of variation

in total direct labor requirements when. included in an

appropriate model CEII:48]." Por purposes of continuity.,

Smith's secobd hypothesis was reworded as follows:

Production. rate is an important explainer of variation in

direct fabrication labor requirements and direct assembly

labor requirements when included in an appropriate model

(11:47). His third hypothesis stated that "1the predictive

ability of each (full) model is good for one yea~r into

the future C,11:56]."

Research Rnothesis One (11 :48-514)

Tbe first research hy7pothesis was tested indirectly

by performing statistical uignificance and subjective

criteria teats on model coefficients determined by regres-

sion of historical airframe production data. The model

tested was the f~lmodel expressed in logarithmic form.

In testing this hypothesis, the dependent var.&ble

subjected to regression analysis was the logaritm of

total direct hours per pound. The independent variables
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were the logaritbma of the cumu.lative output at the pro-

duzction. lot midpoint and the production rate. Both of

the defined forms of the production rate wereex ind

StatisticalJ by~thesis one (A) (11:48-149). This bpothesis

states tbat cumulative production and production rate are.

related to hours per pound as indicated in the model.

When expressed in null and alternate b~pothesis form it

becomes:

H10 : B and B2  0

Ha: BI 0 and/or B 2 4 0
The null b;pothesis was rejected and the alternate

Iqpothesis accepted when the test statistic F was greater

than the critical statistic PC at the 0.05 level of sig-

n±..icance.1  For this tet2, P [EA*) +EFTV/(n-p))

where:

ET represents the explained variation and is defined
as the sum of the square of differences between
logarithms of the predicted dependent variable
va~lues and the mean of the observed dependent
variable values,

1 The Be values were extracted from an F-distribu-
tion table (8:807-813).

2Although Smith used different s7mbology, the F*
calculation method used here is equivalent to hb.s.
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U7 represents the unexplained variation and. is
defined as the sum, of the -squared. differences
between lop-zitm of the observed dependent
variable values and the corresponding predicted
values,

n. is the number of observations, and

p Is the =mbear of coefficients estimated duzing
regpmession ((4:22).

Statistical hwrothesis one (B) (11:49-50). This h7poth-

esis was fozmlated to test the ability of the production

rate variable, when combined with the cumulative output

variable, to explain additional variation in the direct

labor hours., In statistical terms, this is equivalent to

stating that the B2 coefficient has a non-zero value at

a prespecified level of si nificance. The hypothesis is

stated in wull and alternate form as follows:

10 : B 2  0

H: B2 -0

Again, the null hypothesis was rejected when the test

statistic P was greater than the critical statistic ¥0

at the 0.05 level of sig.ificance.

Por this test, 3 was calculated by determining

the increase in explained variation of the dependent

variable that could be attributed to adding the production

rate variable to the reduced model. Specifically,
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P - C a EUV/(n-p)J, wich is equivalent to

- (R2 - * CU+I(,-p)), where:

& ZV represents the chaue in explained variation
resulting from the int:oduetion of the loga-
rithm of the production rate variable,

H_ is the coefficient of deterlnnation for theth o
ril. model an. is the ratio a: EVZ/TV, and

R _ is the coefficient of determination for the
reduced model and equals Err/TV (11:31).

Criterion test (11:50-54). Smith formulated a third

statistical hypothesis to evaluate the overall appropriate-

ness of the full model. However, he did not perform

statistical sigmificance tests to evaluate the bypothesis.

_ Tis inconsistency in methodolog did. not affect the

validity of Smith's analysis, but from a research theory

standpoint, a criterion test was more appropriate than a

hypothesis test.. So, although a criterion test was used

here, the method of analysis was the same as Smith's.

I formal statement of this criterion test is:

When the full model explained more of the variation in

direct labor hours than the reduced model, and when an

emination of residuals revealed that the assumptions

on error terms were not violated, the model 'was appro-

priate. More specifically, the model's appropriateness

could not be rejected when: (1) the subjective tests
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described in. the following paragraphq did not reveal a

substantial departure from the assumptions of constant

residual variance, residual independence, and normal

distribution of residuals; (2) the R2 value for the ,full

model was greater than the R2 value for the reduced model.

The assumption that residual variance is constant

was checked by plotting the residual values against the

dependent variable values predicted by the regressed

model. When the plot patten revealed that residuals were

evenly distributed over the range of observations, and the

bulk of residuals were within one standard error of the

estimate, the assumption of constant residual variance

was considered to be valid (11:51).

That residuals were independent of each other and

independent of the independent variables was examined by

plotting residual values against each independent variable.

When no cyclic recurrences or trends could be identified,

and when the residuals fluctuated randomly above and below

the line formed by the predicted values, the assumption

of independence was considered valid (11:51).
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A means of checking for a nor'mal distribution, of

residuals was to plot themn as a frequency distribution on

normal probability paper. Wihen the distribution did not

deviate substantia.4l from a straight line, the assumup-

tioy, of normality was considered to be valid (11:52).

Zzaniuat ion. of U2 values for the full and reduced

model was appropriate since two forms of R2 existed as a

re.sult of log-linearizing the models prior to performn

the regression. anal~ys is. The two forms are symbolized as
2

follows: (1) Rf (log) for the coefficient of determina-

tion of the full model in the logarithm domain, and (2)

Mf- (actual.) for the ful1l m~odel in its natura form.

(log) and 4~ (actual) are similarly defined for the

reduced model.

Evaluation of U4 (log) and. U (log) was not made

since Statistical fpothesis One (A) was equivalent to

performing significance tests ou R3 (log) (4:31). For

the purpose of evaluating the criterion test , attention

was focused on R (actual) and 4- (actual).

The U2 (actual) terms were determined by computing

and comparing the regression model'sa prediction of each

actual direct labor hour value with the actual obsered

value. The EV and TV statistics were then calculated in
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the same ma~.r an explained earlier for the logarithmic.
values. Mie resulting values of R (ata)a 2 ~(cul

were then compared (-11:52)..

Research hr~othesis one test summarr. W'hen. the m-~11

bpothesis in Statistical E~potheses One (A) and (B) were

both, rejected., and the conditions specified in the criterion

test were not vi.olated, the flil1 model was accepted as

an appropriate modification to the reduced model. When

the model was accepted, it followed that the production

rate contributed importantly to the explanation of varia-

tion in total direct labor hours required to produce an

airframe. 1
Research Ibmothesis Two (11:54-55)

The on.ly difference between the first and second

research hypotheses was that the terms direct fabrication

labor requirements and direct assembly labor requirements

were substituted one at a time for total direct la~bor

requirements. Since this change was accommodated by

revising the model'sa dependent variable only, the same

statistical bypotheses and criterion test used to. evaluate

research hypothesis one were again applicable.
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esea.rch ftpothesis Three (11:56)

Since the third research bypothesis does not lend

itself to fomIlation of a statistical subbypothesis, a

criterion test for subjective analysis .is presented.

Specifically, the model's predictive ability was accepted

as good when the one year predictions did not deviate from

obsezved values by more than five percent (11:96).

The method for evaluating predictive ability of

the model was explained by Smith as follows:

In a real application of the model, the pre-
diction would be beyond the range of the historical
data. The only way to test the accuracy of the
prediction would be to wait and see how many hours
it takes to build. the next airframe lot. To simu-
late this situation, the regression coefficients
in the model are estimated with the last few
observed data points omitted. Then using this new
model, omitted values (which are known but not
used in estimating the model coefficients) are
predicted. Comparisons are then drawn between the
actual and predicted hours as a subjective measure
of predictive ability [11:56).

DATA COLLECTION

Since the research approach was to tailor Smith's

full model to a set of production data, and not to

generalize the model for all production programs, acces-

sibility was the primary basis for data selection.

With the exception of aircraft acceptance dates,

the T-38/7-5 data were obtained directly from the



manufacturer. These dates were obtained from Aircraft

Accountability Records (ALC Form 1026) at Air Force

Logistics Comm Headquarters (AZIC/T0AC-AVDO) for air-

frames delivered after November 1961. Prior acceptance

date informatioz was destroyed by fire and. had to be

estimated from delivery schedule information provided by

the manufacturer.

Two problems with using the delivez schedule

dates arose. Pirst, the schedule gave dates by month

and year only. To minimize the error related to this

problem, the actual delivery date was assumed to have been

on the 15th day of the scheduled month.

The second problem was that these schedules

reflected the delivezr months called for by contract, but

were not necessarily the actual delivery months. To deter-

mine the extent of this problem, a comparison of actual

acceptance dates with delivery schedule dates for air-

frames delivered after November 1961 was made. Since

this comparison revealed very few discrepancies, the

delivery schedule dates were, therefore, assumed to be

acceptable substitutes for the actual acceptance dates

for airframes delivered from the first eight lots of

T-38 data.
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Another assumption that relates to the entire

data set was that data for the program were a population

census and not a sample. 1hi is true since, even though

the 3.5 is still in production, only historical data were

analyzed. Tn this context, the statistics derived were

direct descriptions of the popu ation within the limits

of the model's explanatory power and the research metho-

doloj7. So generalization of model coefficients, beyond

the program for which the model is tailored was attempted.

SmeAu 01' O TOLG, ASSM0TI S, AND L fLMA.0S

The approach analyzed historical production data

using multiple linear regression analysis. Statistical

and criteria tests were established to evaluate the

efticinc7 of Smith's model as an explainer of variations

in direct labor hour requirements for airframe produc-

tion. Additional procedures and associated criteria

tests were outlined to test the predictive ability of his

model. When all statistical and criteria tests were met,

the conclusion that production rate was an important con-

tributor to explaining direct labor hour variations was

supported. Jinally, the conclusion that Smith's full

model is an appropriate modification to the standard

lea-ing curve model was supported.



The strength and validit7 of these conclusions

were evaluated. in terms of the assumptions and limitations

inherent in the metbodology. With that in mind, a recap

of these assmptions and limitations is provided.

Assumtions

Historical data obtained from the manufacturer

were accurate.

The data were accurately measured and manipulated;

particularly for lot midpoint and production rate calcu-

lations.

Logaritbmic transformation of data to facilitate

multiple linear regression introduced no signficant loss

of data precision.

Limitations

Subjective analysis was required to assess

validity of error term assumptions.

Limited number of data points resulted in

reduction of statistical "leverage" (i.e., limited

degrees of freedom in statistical tests) in some instances.

The extent of error introduced by estimating

the actual acceptance dates from delivery schedules for

the first eight lots of T-38 airframes cannot be fully

ascertained.
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Chapter 4-

DATI ANAIMIS AND YINDL!3GS

The two basic functions of this chapter are to

describe the T-38/P-5 data, obtained from the manufactuer,

and to present the results and findings obtained from their

analysis. The intent is to present this information with

directness and as little bias P-A prejudice as possible.

With this in mind , tabular presentations are used when-

ever possible. For the same reason, discussions are

limited to the min:iLmm necessaz7 to describe the format

of the various tables and to indicate what was done to

arrive at the tabulated information. The verbal sum-

maries provided at the end ot each section and at the

end of the chapter are designed to merely recap the

important findings with few or no "real-world" interpre-

tations. Such interpretations are reserved for discus-

sion in Chapter 5.

This chapter is divided into six sections. The

first provides a description of the data, the next three

present analyses of the data relative to each research

hypothesis, the fifth presents a finding related to all

three research hypotheses, and the final section provides

an overall summaz7 of the analyses.
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T-38/P-5 DATA DESCR=PION

With the exception of the aircraft acceptance

dates discussed in Chapter 3, the data were obtained

directly from the man=facturer.I Specifically, the

manufacturer provided labor hour, DCPR weight, inclusive

tail. number and fabrication release date information by

production lot for each of the following airframe models:

T-38, F-5A, P-5AG, aP-5A, RF-5AG, F-5B, F-5BG, and F-5E.

The labor hour data were further separated into three

categories: total, fabrication, and assembly. The

above data were provided for all airframes built for

each model except the P-5t. Since the 2-5E was still in

production, only five lots of data were available for

this model. Table 5 summarizes the number of airframes

for each model that was produced in each lot.

The manufacturer developed a single data source
document, from numerous data files and records at his
disposal, in support of this research. This single
document is the source of all data discussed and tabu-
lated, with the exception of aircraft acceptance dates
as previously discussed.

The manufacturer considers much of the data to be
ropretaz7. or that reason numerous table entry values
v been masked in the published version of this thesis.

Access to these masked values can be obtained from the
authors upon written approval from Northrop Aircraft
Corporation.
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Table

Lot Composition

Lot T-38 F-5L P-5B RY-5L RP-5h.G P-5LG 7-5EG P-5E

1 2
2 2
3 4
4. 4
5 5
26 15
7 16
8 19
9 36

10 36
11 36

12 36
13 36
14 .36

k-15 36 7
16 36 -
17 36 7
18 36 - 7
19 36 -12 8
20 29 16 -
21 47 29 -
22 4.7 30 7
23 4.6 32 3 9 2
24 48 24 12 9 2
25 48 39 - 11 -
26 64 23 -- -

27 29 33 '11 12 4
28 51 34 - - -

29 4.6 21 -11-

30 - 64 13 - -
31 35 31 - 13 16 4
32 44 34 - 3 - -

33 69 - 8 ---
34 - 8 5 - 16--
35 54 9 - ---

36 - 15 2 16 -

37 16 19 - - - -

38 - - 21 10 2
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Table 5 (Continued)

Lot T-38 1-5k 1-53 RP-5k R1-5AG 1-5kG 1-5BG 1-51

39 20 39 - -
4.0 23 - 8 9
41 8 17 - -

42a ~ - -

£1.3 2 11
£4. 14 5
£15 20 21
416 10 12
£17 62
418 62

aLot £.2 was used for production of items that were
comon to all aiz'frames still in production. The labor
hours consumed in this lot were asuigmed to airframes
actually. produced in subsequent lots. -
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Data Accommodation

One characteristic of the data set that is not

accommodated by the lea n cuxve models is the ext en-
sive design change between the P-5B and P-5E. This

change is reflected in the data set by an approximate

15 percent increase in DCPR weight for the P-5E and by

an abruzpt 475 percent increase in total labor hours per

pound for the first lot of P-5Z airframes. Preliminry

regression analysis with tho five P-5E lots included in

the data set vividly revealed the inability of the model

to account for this drastic labor hour variation. Based

on this prelimina7 finding, the data from lots 44 through

4.8 were omitted from the analysis presented for hypoth-

esis testing in the next three sections of this chapter.

While this omission of data may seem arbitrazr, the

reader is reminded that the primary thrust of this and

Smith's research was to determine if his model could be

adapted to the production of an ongoing program. In his

words, "frequent engineering changes seem to be d7nazic-

ally accommodated as long as the changes are not major

[C1:9]." Support for this statement is shown in later

sections, where the relatively minor changes between
the other airframe models presented no particular

problem.
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Data Combinations

Aa indicated earlier in Table 5, extensive over- 2

lap and simultaneous production of different models

occurred during the majority of the T-38/F-5 program.

Because of these multi-model production lots, data for

various combinations of airframe models were evaluated

against the three research hypotheses. After preliminary

analysis of more than a dozen combinations, five were

selected as showing promise for futher analysis.

The data combinations are referred to as test

situations, and actual regression analysis input data

for each combination is tabulated in Appendix A. )
Table 6 provides. a synopsis of the data contained in

each test situation, and. the following discussion is keyed

to this table.

In general, each test situation number represents

the combination of airframe models used to generate the

variables for regression analysis and predictive ability

testing. Por each combination, each labor hour category

and each production rate proxy was analyzed.

The second table column indicates the range

of lots from which the data were extracted. To avoid

confusion in later discussions, note in Table 5 that

some lots were skipped in the production sequence of
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each airframe model. The number of cases (data plot

points) used in the regression. analysis of each test

situation. was, therefore, usually less than the inclusive

number of lots in the range.

The Labor Hours Variable colunm reflects the air-

frame model or models for which labor data were compiled.

For example, the designation of "T-38/Basic F-5" refers

to all T-38 airframes produced plus the basic P-5 air-

frames. Specifically, the T-38, F-5A, and F-5B labor

hours were included, but the labor hours for the P-54G,

RH-5A, Rb-5AG, and F-5BG were excluded. This omission

of the special models in Test Situation 2 closely approxi-

mates Smith's similar attempt to develop a homogeneous

data set in portions of his research (11:60-61).

The Cumulative Output column of the table indi-

cates which airframe models were used to calculate the

cumulative output variable for regression. Output for

all airframe models was used in Test Situations I and 2

in order to evaluate direct labor requirements as a

function of the production of all airframe models. The

great similarity between models implied that much of the

learning that took place in producing one model was

applicable to the production of other models. in Test
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Situations 3, 4, and 5, however, an attempt was made to

isolate the lear in achieved on the T-38 =odels from

that achieved on. the P-5 models and vice-versa. In these

situations, the cumulative output variable was based on

the cumulative output of the indicated models only.

As a point of clarification, Smith did not examine data

combinations equivalent to those in Test Situations 3,

and 5.

The Production Rate colurm indicates the portion

of airframes in each lot, by airframe model, that was

included in the development of the manufacturing rate and

delivery rate variables. The designation "all models"

for Test Situations I and 2 reflects a plant-wide rate

of production for all models produced in each lot under

consideration. As was the case for cumulative output,

the similarity between airframe models makes this plant-

wide production rate seem logically appropriate for

evaluation. Aiain, however, in the remaining test

situations an attempt was made to isolate the effects

of production rate of certain models within each lot.

Por instance, Test Situation 3 used only the number of

T-38 airframes produced in each lot to determine the

production rate. Additionally, the manufacturing rate

and deliver7 rate time span calculations explained in
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Ohapter 3 were based solely on T-38 airframe acceptance

dates and fabrication release dates.

EyARCH O=1I QB AHLSIS

This section presents the regression analysis

results for Test Situations I through 5 as they relate to

each statistical hypothesis and the criterion test used

to support this research hpothesis. For ease of refer-

ence, the hypotheses and criterion test are reiterated

in summary form as follows:

Research Hypothesis One: Production rate, when included

in an appropriate model, is an important explainer of

variation in total direct labor hour requirements.

Statistical Hypothesis One (A): Ho: B, and B2  0;

Ha: B o and/orB 2  O. Reject Ho ifF FC

Statistical Hypothesis One (B): H0: B2  0; Ha: B2 7 0

Reject Ho if P > Pc

Criterion Test: The model's appropriateness cannot be

rejected if: (1) the assumptions of constant residual

variance, residual independence and normal residual dis-

tribution are not violated, and (2) the R2 value for the

full model is greater than the R2 value of the reduced

model.



The zowilts obtained for each test situation. are

ii±vidnally tabulated in. the remainder' of this section.

A on, aid to intexpreting the tabular~ foz'mat, Dnote tba~t

xeduced model rsults are tIhe same regard.le8s of the pro-

dmcton rate variable prox used in the full model.
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Test Situations ITLI/TD Analysis Results

Pox' these tests the total labor hour's for all

lots and all models were regressed against the cumulative

outpu~t for all1 models and the plant-wide produ~ct ion rate.

The regression, results and b~pothesis test conclusions

are summarized in Table 7. The regression input data

are presented in Appendix A, Table 19.

Table 7

Test Situations 1Tn/1TD: Regression
Results and Conclusions

Reduced Full
Items of Conce=. ~ oe tdJ

Number of Cases 4I2 22
Estimated BOmasked masked masked-
Estimated Bmasked masked masked
Estimated B.- masked masked
R2 (actual) 0.938 0.987 0.971
R2 (log) 0.934 0.985 0.970

' (B19 B2 0) - 1295.78 627.53
PC (B92 d 0) -- 3.24 3.24

Stat. ftp. Cne (A) - Reject HO Reject H

F * (2 14 0) - 135.39 46.79

PC (B /~ 0) - 4.08 4.08
Stat. ftp. One (B) - Reject H0  Reject Ho
Residual Distu. - Acceptable Acceptable
Criterion, Test - Passed Passed
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Test Situations 2ZK12TD Analysis Results

Por' these tests total labor' hours for the T-38,

PF-5., and P-5B only were regressed against the cumulative

output and the plant-wide production rate for a3.1 models.

Results are summarized inu Table 8 and input data are in

j Appendix A, Table 20.

Table 8

Test Situations 2MK/2TD: Regression
Results and Conclusions

Reduced Full
Itmo onen odel Miodel

2M/2TD ZEN 2TD)

Number of Cases 41 41 41
BOmasked MA-sked masked
Baskled masked measked
B2- masked maskqed

H2 (actual) 0.943 0.987 0.973
R2 (log) 0.938 0.986 0.972
7 (B19 B2'0 - 1311.63 669.90

PC (B1 B 0 - 3.25 3.25
Stat. B"p. One (A) - Reject H0  Reject 30
0 (B 0) - 125.70 46.75

(B C '0) - 4.10 4.102
Stat. Hyp One (B) - Reject EHo Reject EEO
Res idual Distu. - Acceptable Acceptable

Criterion Test -Passed Passed
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Test Situations 3T/3TD Analysis Results

In these teats total labor hours for the T-38

onlT were regressed against the T-38 cumulative output

and the portion of the plant-wide production rate in

each lot that could be attributed to T-38 production.

Results are summarized in Table 9 and the input data are

presented in Appendix A, Table 21.

Table 9

Test Situations 3TK/3TD: Regression
Results and Conclusions

Reduced Pull
Items of Concern Model Model

3TM/3TD 3 3TD

Number of Cases 37 37 37
BO masked masked masked

B, masked masked masked
B2  - masked masked

R2 (actual) 0.979 0.988 0.990

R (log) 0.972 0.991 0.987
F" (B1 , , 0) - 1774.-47 1287.-41
?a (B,- 3.28 3.28

Stat. Hyp. One (A) - Reject H. Reject Ho

- 64.91 38.01Ic ( ) -- 4.13 .
Stat. Hyp. One (B) - Reject H0  Reject Ho
Residual Distn. - Acceptable Acceptable
Criterion Test - Passed Passed
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Test Simulations 4m/. Anaysis Results

31or these tests total labor hours for all P-5

models wore regressed against the cu~mulative output for

all 7-5 models and the portion of the plant-wide produ.c-

tion rate attributable to all 1-5 models. Results are

summarized in Table 10 and the input data are presented

in Appendix A, Table 22.

Table 10

Test Situations 4TM/4TD: Regression
Results and Conclusions

Reduced PuLL1
Items of Concern Model Model

4M1/4TD T4D

N1umber of Cases 27 27 27
%misked mAked masked
Baisked masked n maked

% masked maskeed

R2 (actual) 0.891 0.933 0.947
R2 (log) 0.896 0.942 0.934

~ 1P (B, 2 3'0) - 193.-61 171.08
Pc~ (B19 B2 P' 0) - 3.40 3.40
Stat. g~yp. One (A) - Reject H0  Reject H0

7 (B2 ,0) - 18.81 14.12
7c (B2' 0) - 4.26 4.26
Atat. ffyp. One (B) -Reject Ho Reject Ho
Residual Distu. - cceptable Acceptable
Criterion Test -Passed Passed
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Test Situations 5T/5TfD Analysis Results

These were the last tests usiig total labor hours

as the dependmt variable. Specifically, total labor

hours for basic P-5 models only were regressed against

basic 1-5 cumulative output and the portion of the plant-

wide production rate attributable to these basic models.

Results are summarized in Table 11 and input data are

presented in Appendix A, Table 23.

Table 11

Test Situations 5TM/5TD: Regression
Results and Conclusions

Reduced Fall I
Items of Conce= Model Model

5T/5TD 5 MT

Number of Cases 26 26 26
BOmasked masked masked

B0  masked masked masked

- masked masked

R2 (actual) 0.903 0.939 0.975

R2 (log) 0.909 0.950 0.957
F (B19 B2 0 0) - 177.14 254-.13

PC (BI? B 2 i0) -3.42 3.42
Stat. Brp. Oe (A) -- Reject H0  Reject Ho

1 (B2 Y 0) - 13.77 28.77
PC (B2 - 0) 4.28 4.28
Stat. Vn. One (B) - Reject go Reject Ho
Residual Distn. - Acceptable Acceptable
Criterion Test - Passed Passed
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Research ar~othemis One Anaysis Summaz7

For this research byrpothesis the two statistical

bpotheses and the criterion test concemin" total labor

hour variations were evaluated. Within the framework of

the five basic-test situations, the impact of production

rate was analyzed uasing both the manufacturing rate and

the delivox7 rate proxies.

Inu every situation tested the full model showed

v@z7 strong overall significance under Statistical

Hypothesis One (A). This was evidenced by the over-

whelming size of P statistics when compared toP

statistics and was similarly shown b7 the very high R
(actual) values. In the worst situation (ITM) the full

model explained 93.3 percent of the variations in the

labor hours variable, and in the best situation (3TD)

it explained 99.0 percent of the variation. More

importantly, the full model explained approxdimately four

percent more of the variation than did the reduced model

in all situat ions except 3M and 3TD where the increase

was only about one percent. The significance of these

increases is emphasized in the following discussion of

f ind np for the production ratte variable.

The production rate variable was shown to have

a statistically sipificant relationship with variations
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iu the total labor hour variable. The strength of this

relationship was evidenced by the fact that P* statis-

tics under Statistical Hpothesis One (B) were consider-

abler larger than the Pc statistics in each situation

tested. The smallest margin of difference between P

and 3c occurred in Test Situation 5M where F was 13.77

and P. was 4.28 at the 0.05 level of significance. How-

ever, even this P statistic is large enough to permit

rejection of H0 at the 0.005 level of sigificance where

P0 would. increase to only 9.63.

While the production rate variable was found to

be sipif icant using both the mamnuactux-ag rate and

the delivez7 rate, neither of these proxies demonstrated

a clear advantage over the other. For instance, the full

model with manufacturing rate gave higher R2 values in

two test situations, the same R2 value in the third,

and lower values in the last two.

Also of interest was the fact that all B2 coef-

ficients were negative, which implied an inverse relation-

ship between the variables.. Specifically, as the produc-

tion rate variable increased, the labor hours variable

decreased.

Finally, the conditions specified in the criterion

teat were met for all test situations. Specifically,
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for each. Situiation the R value for the full model was

greater than the Ryvlu for the reduced model, and the

assumptions coflce±Dn residuals were not violated.

FML H POwTVSIS TWO 1ASI

This bpotheuis is the se a~s Research B~othesis

One except that labor hours are examined at the lower

production process levels of fabrication and assembly.

luther,, since the total. labor hours. ezamined previousiT-

were simply the sum of the fabrication and assembly

hours examined in this section, findings for total labor

hours represented the combined. effect of the production

rate variable on fabrication and assembly. -Por instance,

if the production rate variabl.e was sigificant for

assembly hours but not for fabrication hours, the variable

may still have shown significance for total combined
2*

hoiws. Zor this reason, the R~ and P statistics for

the total hours presented in the previous section should

be kept in milad when examining the findings of this

section.

Test Situatiogg 1M/IPD and IALII/IAD

Par these tests the fabrication labor hours and

the assembly labor hours were regressed against the



cuilative output for all models and the plant-wide pro-

duction, rate. Results are smumaized in Table 12 and

imput data are presented in Appendix A,, Table 19.



Table 12

Test Situations Iff/lFD and 1/IAlD: Regression
Results and. Conclusions

Reduced Full
Items of Concee Model Model

I 3/- 3D 13 FID

ftmber of Cases 42 42 42
Estimated B0 masked masked mks e
Estimated B. masked masked masked
Estimated B2 masked masked
R (actual) 0.868 0.974 0.921
R2 (log) 0.857 0.970 0.923
F (B1 , B2 4 0) - 62L.68 25 .12

PC (B1q B2 )- 3.24 3.24
Star. BP. Two (A) - Reject 1E Reject 3.
P * (B2 P' o) - 144.8 39.(8PC (B2 pi o0) - .0o8 4.0o8
Star. HI . Two (B) -- Reject HO Reject Ero
Residual Dista. -- Acceptable Acceptable
Criterion Test -- Passed Passed

Number of Cases 42 42 42
Estimated B. masked masked masked
Estimated B, masked masked masked
Estimated B2 - masked masked

R (actual) 0.971 0.980 0.986
R2 (log) 0.965 0.980 0.977
P (BI, B2 - 0) - 976.11 843.29
70 (B1 , B2 P' 0) -3.24 3.24
Stat. gyp. Two (A) - Reject Ho  Reject H.

~ 2 4~ 0) - 0.9 21.56
S 0) -(B 4.08 4.08

Stat. Byp. Two (B) - Reject SO Reject Ho
Residual Diatn. -- Acceptable Acceptable
Criterion Test - Passed Passed
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Test Situations 23M2PD and 2AM/2AD

Por these tests the fabrication and assembly

labor bours for the T-38,, P-5A., and P-5B only were

regressed ag8ainst the cumulative output and plant-wide.

production rate for all models. Results are suarized

in Table '13 and input data are presented in Appendix A,,

Table 20.
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Table 13

Test Situations 2m/2'D and 2AN/2AD: Regr'ess ion
Resu.lts and Conclusions

Reduced J~l
Items of Conce=. modl M~odel

23M/2PD 2mK 27D

Slumber of. Cases. 41 £11 '41
Estimated B0  masked masked masked
EstimatedB, maimked manked masked
Estimated B- maam ed masked
R2 (actual) 0.877 0.968 0.925
R2 (log) 0.863 0.976 0.934
P (B.1, B2 11 0) - 576.8&. 268.78
1c (B19,B2 F'0) - 3.25 3.25
Stat. Byp. Two (A) - Reject Ha Reject H0
F* (B2 ,0) - 124.78 40.62

P'c (B2 )- 4.10 4;10
Stat. 1 p. Two (B) -Reject H0  Reject EEO
Residuial Distn. Acceptable Acceptable
Criter'ion Test -- Passed Passed

Wr2/2AD 2AM' 2AD

Slumber' of Cases 41 41 41
Estimated B0  masked masked masked
Estimated Bmasked meaked znasked
Estimated B2  - masked masked
R2 (actual) 0.973 0.979 0.986
R2 (log) 0.967 0.981 0.978
F(B19 B 2 14 0) - 960.61 826.07

PC (BB2 0 - 3.25 3.25
Stat. gy.Two (A) - Reject H0  Reject H
3 (B2 ) - *25.75 1700

Pc (B2 4) - 4.10 4.10
Stat. E~p Two (B) -- Reject HO Reject Ho
Rsidal1 Distu. -Acceptable Acceptable
Crmiterion Test -Passed Passed
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Test Situations 33M/37D and A11/3A

Por these tests fabrication and assembly labor

hours for the T-38 only were regressed against the T-38

cuzulative output and the portion, of the plant-wide

production rate in each lot that was attributable to

Tl-38 production. Results are suzmmarized, in Table 1'4

and inpmt data are presented in Appendix A, Table 2-1..
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Table 1J4

Test Situations 33/3Mf and 3AM/3AD: Regression
Results and Conclusions

Reduced Pull
Items of Conce. Model Model

_____________3m/37D. 33M3D
Number o± Cases 37 37 37
Estimated B0  masked masked masked
Estimated B masked masked masked
Estimated B2 - masked masked
R2 (actual) 0.948 0.990 0.967
H2 (log) 0.929 0.979 0.961
* (BI, B2 0 0) - 793.31 421.24-

Pc (B i, B2 0 0) - 3.28 3.28
Stat. E yp. Two (A) - Reject Ho  Reject Ho
P (B2 " 0) - 81.20 28.30

P0 (B2 4 0) - 4.13 4.13
Stat. rp. Two (B) - Reject Ho Reject go
Residual Distn. - Acceptable Acceptable
Criterion Test - Passed Passed

3A/AD 3AK 3AD

Number of Cases 37 37 37
Estimated B0  masked masked masked
Estimated B1  m a ked masked masked
Estimated B2  - masked masked
R2 (actual) 0.972 0.966 0.975
R2 (log) 0.988 0.990 0.992
If (B, 9B 2 ,0) - 175-1.77 204-8.74
PC (Bl' B2  0) - 3.28 3.28
Stat. On'. Two (A) - Reject Ho  Reject Ho
" (B2 9 o) - 8.01 15.07

PC (B2 # 0) - 4.13 4.13
Stat. fyp. Two (B) - Reject Ho Reject go
Residual Distu. - Acceptable Acceptable
Criterion Test - Passed Passed
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Terst Situations .M/L4Pfl and 4M/IAD

3oz' these testa fabricatioi. and assembly labor

houru for all P-5 models were regressed Samairt the

oiuzlative output of all P-5 models and the portion. of

the plant-wide Production rate attributable to these

models. R esults are summarized in Table 15 and input

data are presented in Appendix A, Table 22.
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Table 15

Test S.&taat.ons QM/4FD an.d £WI/4AD: Regress ion
Results and, Conclusions

Reduced Fall.
Items of Conce. =e oe

QM4P 41m

Number of Cases 27 27 27
Estikedd Bmasked masked

Estimated Bmasked masked masked
Esti.mated B2 ma masked
a2(actual) 0.772 0.864 0.877

R2 (log) 0.740 0.855 0.847
7 (B. B2~0 - 71.01 66.46

oc (B B 3.40 3.40
Stat. SyP. TWO (A) - Reject H0  Reject H0O
P (B2 4 0) -19.20 16.83

-c(2 40 4.26 4.26

Stat. Hyp. Two (B) - Reject HO Reject H0
Residual DistEL. - Acceptable Acceptable
Criterion Test - Passed Passed

4AM/4AD 4AM 4AD

Number of Cases 27 27 27
Estimated BOmasked masked masked
Estimated min asked isked masked
Estimated B2 - masked maeked
R2 (actual) 2-0.930 0.951 0.958
112 (log) 0.940 0.955 0.950

P *1 (B 2 01 0) - 256.49 229.69

70 (BI B2~0 3.40 3.40
Stat. vyp. Two (L) -Reject H0  Reject H0
F(2?0 82.89 5.06

7'c (B 1'- 4.26 4.26
Stat. ftp. Two (B) -Reject HO Reject Ho
Residual Distu. -Acceptable Acceptable
criterion Test -Passed Passed
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Test Situations 5==~51 and 5ANA/5ADl

In this last set of tests the fabrication and

assembly labor hours for basic 1-5 models only were

regressed against the basic 1-5 cumalative output and

the portion of the plant-wide production rate attribut-

able to these basic models. Results are summarized in

Table 16 and input data are presented in Appendix A,

Table 23.

Note that under Test Situation 5F the null

hpothesis could not be rejected at the 0.05 level of

significance under Statistical Eypothesis Two (B). This

condition is flagged with an asterisk in Table 16 and is

discussed more fully in the summax7 portion of this

section.
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Table 16

Test Situations 5W5n'D and 5AM/5LD: Regression
Results and COonclusions

Reduced Full2
Items of Coce= Model Model

5I/5PD 5M 5?D

Nbaber of cases 26 26 26
Estimated BO masked masked masked
Estimated Bmasked masked masked
Estimated B 2- masked masked

1R (actual) 0.771 0.822 0.873
R (1o) 0.711 0.750 0.805
P (iB24 )-345 74

Pc (B9, 2 " 0) - 3.42 3.42
Stat. ftp. Two (A.) -Rejeact HE Reject H

0 0
S(B2 ,1 0) - 3.57 11.01

Fc 01 0) -. 28 4.28
Stat. fp. Two (B) - Reject
Residual Distn. - Acceptable Acceptable
Criterion Test - Passed Passed

5AM/5AD 5AM 5AD

Numbez' of cases 26 26 26
EstimatedBOmse e dakd
Estimated B masked masked masked
Estimated - masked masked
p2 (actual) 0.947 0.971 0.982
R2 (log) 0.949 0.976 0.976

S(B., B 0) - 475.81 468.55

7a (B1 B2 -4 -) 3.42 3.42
Stat. IyP. TWo (A) - Reject ao Reject H

" (B2 0' 0) 26.52 25.78
c (B2 4 o) -- 4.28 4.28

Stat. on Two CEB) Reject so Reject Ho
Residual Diatm,. - Acceptable Acceptable

- Criteion Test Passed Passed'
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Eesear'ch Ryvothesis Two Analsis Sua'y

Por this r'esearch bpotbhesis the two statisticalI potheses end the criterion test were evaluated, using

fabri±cation. labor hours and assembly labor hour's,

respectively,, as the dependent variable. Both produc-

tion rate variable proxies were again evaluated with

each combination of data.

As was found for total labor hours under Research

Bpothesis One, the full. model showed overwhelming

sigalficance in Statistical E pothesis Two (A) for all

test situations. However, the production rate variable

in Test Situation 5FTM was not sismificant at the 0.05

level of sigmificance under Statistical Hy7pothesis Two

(B). In order to place this bpothesis test failure. in

better perspective the pr'oduction rate var'iable in this

teat situation was significant at the 0.10 level of

significance where P. decreased to 2.9I.

Althougha the production rate variable was not.

statistically significant at the prespecified 0.05 level

for the one test situation, the sign of the B2coef-

ficient was alwasu negative. This implied that the

inverse relationship between production rate var'iable and

total labor hours variable held for the lower process

levels of product ion also.
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Aa to which production rate prozF gave the best

results, the advantage of one over the other wasaai

* uncle=r. The ful . model with ma=ifacturing rate did

give better R. values in the first three situations for

fabrication hours, bu~t the full model with delivery rate

excelled in the last two. Por assembly hours the delivez7

rate gave higher R2 values for ever test situation, but

the increase over R.2 values for the manuitacturing rate

was only about one percent in each situation. So,, as in

findings under Research Epo thesis One, neither prow7

held a distinct advantage.

Pinally,. tha criterion test -was passed for aJl

test situations with the exception of a mixed result in

Test Situation 3M!. In this situation the R2 (log) for

the fufll model was higher than R2 (log) for the reduced

model, but the relat ionship was reversed for the H
2

,(actual) statistics. In both instances , however, the

difference in H2 values was loe than one percent

which would seem insignificant. However, the P and P

statistics under Statistical Bpothesis Two (B) indicated

that the production rate variable's contribution to the

explained variation (ET) was significant. Based on this

additional2 information, the criterion teat was deemed

to have been passed.
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SESFRCH EPOTS8IS TfEl A1 AZSIS

Since a statistical hypothesis could not be

developed to support testing this third research bypoth-

esis, the following subjective criterion test was used.

Specifically, the full model's predictive ability was

accepted as good if the one year predictions did not

deviate from observed values by more than five percent.

The predictive ability of the model was tested against

this criterion test for all test situations.

Since only historical data were available, pre-

dictions beyond, the range of the data set obviously could

not be evaluated. However, predictions into the future

were simulated by regressing each model asinsrt the data

set in each test situation with the last few cases

omitted during regression. The regression coefficients

obtained from these reduced data sets were then used to

obtain predictions for the values in the omitted cases.

Predictions by both the full and reduced models were

thus obtained and the results were compared to the

observed values in the omitted cases.

One complication arose in selecting the "target

lot" for which predictions were to be made. For example,

the multi-model combinations in the various lots presented
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a dilemma in choosing a representative lot. Lot 40 was

chosen on the basis that it contained a mixture of T-38/

P-5 and special versions of the airframe (Ref. Table 5).

As in previous sections, the analysis is sum-

marized in Table 17 and Appendix B. A brief-description of

table format and content is offered to assist interpre-

tation.

Each table is divided into three horizontal sec-

tions. The center and bottom sections list information

for the full model using the manufacturing rate and

deliver7 rate, respectivel7y. The top section lists

.. .~ inforation for the reduced model that corresponds to

both full models.

The first column indicates the last case that

was contained in the reduced data set for which regres-

sion coefficients were obtained. As a means of identi-

fying trends in the predictive ability of the model as

the predictive time span increased, the number of cases

omitted was propressively increased from one to twelve.

However, to zduce the volume of information in each

table, data are recorded for evez other data set rather

than, for all 12.

The asterisked number in this first column

indicates the prediction time span that is closest to
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one year. This time span was based on the date when

the last airframe was accepted for the last lot (case),

included in determining the regression coefficients, to

the date of fabrication release of lot 40. qhis was

deemed. aprpopriate since all data, including these

dates, were necessary inputs to the regression analysis.

So, while on the average three or four lots were started

each year, six cases were omitted in order to arrive at

an approximate 6ne year predictive time span for the

situations tested.

The B02 B1 , and. columns in each table indicate

the coefficients obtained from regressing the correspond-

ing number of cases. The next colum indicates the pre-

dicted. labor hours variable value for lot 40. The final

column indicates the percentage deviation of the predicted

value from the observed value.

Predictive Abilit7 Tests for All Test Situations

Predictive ability test results for Test Situa-

tions 1T/TD are summarized in Table 17. Results for

all other test situations are recorded in Tables 24-

through 38 in Appendix B. Discussion conce-ring all

test situation results is contained in the summary of

this section of the chapter.
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Table 17

Predictive Ability - Test Situation 1TM/lTD

Reduced Model - 1T 1/lTD

Cases a, B2  Porecasta I Deviation

38 masked masked - 1.94 -6.7
36 - 1.83 -12.0
34* - 1.77 -14.9
32 1.73 -16.8
36 - 1.67 -19.7
28 -- 1.63 -21.6

Full Model - 1T

Cases BO 32  Forecasta  % Deviation

38 masked masked masked 2.16 3.8
36 2.19 5.3
34* 2.19 5.3
32 2.24 7.7
39 2.22 6.7
28 2.22 6.7

Full Model - lTD

Cases BO B1  B2  Forecasta t Deviation

38 masked masked masked 2.14 2.9
36 2.12 1.9
34* 2.16 -1.8
32 2.02 -2.9
32 2.01 -3.4
20 1.99 -4.3

a5orecast, are made for the labor hours variable
in Lot #46 (Case 46) for which the observed value is
2.8 hours per pound.

• - indicates approximate one year time span.
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* lRea.ach. Hyoothesis Three AnaLysisi Suazy

Since the one year predictive time span. results

are of primaz7 Interest, the? are sima=ized in Table

18 for the 15 test situations analyzed with each model.

Specifically, the znumber of test situations in which the

deviation in each models' prediction. was loe than five

percent and, ten percent are indicated. Although the

* criterion, test specifiedI an arbitrarily chosen five per-

cent as the acceptable deviation limit, the information

fox ten, percent is also provided. to give a better per-

spective of overa~ll performance.

As indicated in. Table 18, the full model gave

better predictions far more often. than the reduced model. ~

Puxther, the fnil' model with the delivery rate variable

performed slightly better than the full model with the

manuf]acturing rate variable.

When predictive performance by labor hour cate-

gory was examined, the findings were mixed. For instance,

the five percent deviation, limit for total labor hours

was exceeded three times with the manufacturing rate

model and only once with the delivez7 rate model. The

firding were similar for assembly hours but the advan-

tags switched to the manufacturing rate model when
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fabrication hours wax* emed. The question of which

labor houx categoz7 yielded the best predictive perfor-

mance remained debatable.

When other than the one year predictive time

spa were examined, a very strong trend was detected.
In most test situations the predictions tended to get

worse as the predictive time span increased. Specific-

ally, the predicted values became progressively smaller.

This trend was particularly pronounced for the reduced

model predictions, which implied that the slope of the

curve for the reduced model became progressively more

shallow as production output increased. -

In contrast to the downward trend in the reduced

model's predictions, half of the full model results

revealed either no detectable trend or a slight upward

trend. Jmrther, since almost all reduced model predic-

tions fell below the observed values, the full model

also had the overall effect of raising the predicted

value.

In general then, the use of the full model,

rather than the reduced model, for mak-in predictions

revealed two distinct advantages: (1) the predictive

ability was substantially improved in the vast majority
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of situations tested, and (2) the pr edictions shoved

greater stability over a broader range of predictive

time spans.

SWMA 03 OYVAIL ANAL=S AND PMD=G8

This chapter discussed and presented the mani u-

lation and combinin of data, analyzed the abilit7 of

the production rate variable to explain additional

variations in the three labor hours categories, and

finally, compared the predictive abilities of the reduced

and full models. The following discussion integrates

• the various isolated conclusions and finding. discussed

in each previous section of the chapter.

Jirst, the collection of data had one weakness

that undoubtedly affected the analysis and findings to

some extent. This weakness was the inability to obtain

ect acceptance dates for the first eight lote of T-38

aixframes. Since these dates were estimated from

delivezy schedules, some er ro in the production rate

variable calculations existed for these early lots.

However, since actual dates from subsequent lots com-

pared very favorably with delivezy schedule dates, the

error was probably not large.
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Another problem encountered was the inability Of

the reduce&. and- fall models to accommodate the sudden

large. increase in labor bowr requirements for J-5E pro-

duction. Although the DCR weight also increased with

the 1..5E airframe, the weight increase wasn not substan-

tiaL enough. to smooth the labor hours per pounmd of air-

frame variable. On the other bandI less drstic design

changes between other airframe models were accommodated

vez7 well by the full1 and reduced models.

Th. findings for Research Hypotheses One and Two

were consistent with what was anticipated. The full

model for all labor hou~r categories was overwhelmingly

significant, and Ra (actual) values were higher with the

full model than with the reduced model in 29 of the 30

situations tested. In the one remining situation (3A21)

the reduced model'sR value was less than. one percent

greater than that of the full model.

Also under the first two research bpotheses,

the produzction rate variable was found to be sigaifIcant

in 29 of the 30 situations tested. The one situation

(53M) where the production rate variable was not found

to be si=1 icAmt at the prespec' .ied 0.05 leovel of

significance, wasn sigmificant at the 0.10 level.



Another anticipated finding conce,&ing the pro-

diaction =ate variable was that the 2 oefficient was

negative in eveX7 situation. The imlication of this

finding was that as the production rate variable increased

the labor hour. per pound variable tended to decrease.

Mh findings under Research fpothesis hree

were more ambiguous due to the subjective method of

evaluation. However, the predictive ability of-the full-

model was definitely better than that of the reduced

model in tJie majo=it7 of situations. When the one year

predictive time spans were exmined, the full nodel with

delivery rate outperfozmed the reduced model in 13 of the

15 situations tested. The full model with mamfacturing

rate perfozmed better than the reduced model in 14 of the

15 situations.

Another significant finding under Research Bpoth-

esis Three was that the reduced model results indicated

a progressive reduction in the learain curve slope as

the productions output increased. This was evidenced by

the negative growth trend in predictions with the reduced

model am the predictive time span was increased within

each situation. That the introduction of the production

rate variable of the full model stabilized this trend in

approx~mately half of the test situations and reduced
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'the trm4's nevrty ±i. the reUS±nin situations was

Otbhe fing related to predictive ability wore

observed. Pimat , no clear advstage in perforance was

Weoitzabed b7 either' produiction rate variable prxy

Sec,3ond, no p.rfomnnce adventage was ascertained for &V7

of the three labor hour categories. The results were not

marked2 better for either of the poduction. rate proxies

or within any of the three l~abor hour categori.es.
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Obapter 5

fAUM AMD CONCLUIONS

One Ve07 iMPOrtant aspect of acquiring new air-

craft weapon systems is the need to accurately estimate

theis povducion coasts. If such costs could be accurately

eatinated, budgets could be more firmly set, cost trade-

off analysis between acquisition of different weapon

systems could be more heavily relied upon, and the

embarasament of extensive cost overrums could be averted.

While the need for accurate estimates is readily evident,

reliable estimating tecbniques are not easily derived.

Perhaps the first step in solving the problem

is to examine individual cost components one at a time.

One such component is the cost of direct labor required

to manufacture each aircraft, and considerable research

has been conducted conceming these labor requirements.

One particular area of research has focused on the por-

tion of aircraft labor requirements needed to fabricate

and assemble the aircraft'a airframe, including the

installation, but not the manufacture, of avionics and

other add-on equipment. This later research area defines

the portion of the aircraft cost estimating problem that

was examined in this study.
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MEBIOZb EUSTIMATG TXWIQUES AND MEARCH

A traditional approach to estimating direct labor

requirments in airframe production has involved the use

of the standard leamning curve model. Specifically,

vaziations in dirot labor requirements were assumed to

be driven only by the cumulative output of produced air-

frames. While this standard model has had widespread

acceptance in, the aircraft industry and in the DoD, the

need, for improving the model has also been widely accepted.

One area for possible improvement is to include

the rate of production, in addition. to the already proven

cumulative output, as an, explainer of labor hour require-

ment variations. While the standard model implicitly

assumes that production rate will increase as output

increases if the available labor time is held constant,

it does not systematically consider the impact of explicit

production rate changes that could be dictated by forces

external to the learning process.

Considerable research effort has been expended

in developing models that consider the effect of explicit

production rate changes. However, based on available

literature, the research efforts reported in Chapter 2

showed an evolution of new models that held promise for
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continued development. In particular, Smith's amodel and

research approach were deemed wortby of validation avA

replication.

Mis approach was to modify the standard learn'"

curve model by including a production rate variable in

multiplicative form. The resulting model in general

fo= is T a B341 - -10' , where:

T represents the unit average direct labor hours per
Dug pound of airframe,

11 represents the cumulative output as in the stan-
dard model,

12 represents the production rate,

c represents the statistical error term,, and

BO, BI ,and B2 are regression coefficients.

Using this modified model, he examined production data

for the P-4, 1-102, and KC-135.

PXh.RCH OB-TIVEI AND MODLOGT

The primary objective of this research was to

identify the impact of production rate changes on the

T-38/1-5 program using Smith's model and research

approach. A second objective of validating Smith's

model and approach was also achieved.

In order to evaluate the T-38/F-5 production

program with Smith's model, several combinations of data
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were devised within, the full. set *of data. Five basic

pcombinatione of airfrae moel were use to o generate

cuiuletive outpu~t and4 production rsete variables. The

first two combinat ions were essentially equivalent to

the data combinations that Smith used in his research.

Within, each basic combination, the three labor hour

categories (total, fabrication, and assembly) were

ezamined using each production rate p=ow (manufacturing

ad delivery). This provideda. total of 30 data set

test situations for which the three research b,7potheses

were evaluated.

The method of analysis'called for regression of

each data set in order to evaluate each statistical hypoth-

esis devised in support of the research bypotheses.

Specifically, Research Snotheses One and Two required

regression to obtain the R2 values and P' statistics

needed to determine the overall siificance of the pro.-

duction rate variable. The model's B 2 regression coef-

ficient was used to determine whether the production

rate variable was positively or negatively correlated

with labor hour variations. Pinjally, the regression

coefficients for portions of the data in each test

situation were needed to permit predictive ability

testing.
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CONCL0USIO S

An ovezrihelyning majority of the findings in this

research d ectly support the conclusions d.rawn. by Smith.

In a few instances, however, his conclusions require

modification before they can be supported. In this

context, the following discussion interprets the findings

of this research as they relate to Smith's conclusions.

Smith's First Conclusion

Smith's first conclusion that there is a negative

correlation between production rate and direct labor

requirements is dixectly supported by the findings.

Specifically, the B2 coefficients are negative in every

situation tested. This negative correlation indicates

that if production rate is increased, the required labor

hours per pound of airframe will decrease. Therefore,

the findings in this research support and further

validate his conclusion.

Smith's Second Conclusion

Smith's second conclusion was that both produc-

tion rate proxies were important explainers of labor

hour variations, and that the full model with manufac-

turing rate gave higher R2 results than the full model
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with delivery rate. The first part of this conclusion is

stz~nglr supported by findings in, this resear~ch. The

production. rate variable was found to be statistically7

si~.ificamt for all labor hou~r categories and production

rate p=:q combinations under Test Situations I and 2.

The R2 values in, these test situations for total and

fabrication labor hour categories are higher for the

mnArmiactux-Eng rate than for the delivery rate. Hobwever,

under the assembly hours category, the delivez7 rate R2

values are slightly higher. So, the second part of his

conclusion. is only supported. for total and fabrication

labor hours in these test situations.

In the rewiiin. test situations (3, 4I, and 5),

for which Smith developed no equivalents, his second

conclusion is also only partially supported. In, these

situations, where only certain airframne models were

examined, the production rate variable was statistically

sigmificant in all but one situation. (53M) at the pre-

specified 0.05 level of sigaificance. This finding

gives quite strong support to the fi~rst part of his

second conclusion. However, in these situations the

delivery rate gave- higher R2 values in nine out of ten

situations, which does not support the second part of

his conclusion. Still, based on all the findings for
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all teat situations, it can be concluded that both pro-

duction rate proxies are si .ficant explainers of labor

hour variations for each airframe model as well as labor

hour variations for. all models combined.

Smith's Third Conclusion

Smith's third conclusion was that comparison of

values for the full and reduced models indicated that

the nfl1 model fit the data better than the reduced model.

The results for all pemutations of Test Situations I and

2 again directly support this conclusion. The R2 values

obtained for the full model with both production rate

proxies were higher than those obtained with the reduced

model.

In Test Situations 3, 4, and 5 the conclusion was

also supported, but in one situation (3AM) the R2 (actual)

value was higher for the reduced model by less than one

percent. Bowever, even in these situations where only

selected airframe models were examined, support for the

conclusion is strong.

Smith's Pburth Conclusion

Smith's fourth conclusion was that the full

model explained fabrication labor hour variations more

fully than assembly labor hour variations. However,
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based. on a comparison of the R2 values derived in this

resea=h, the opposite conclusion must be drawn. For

Test Situations I and 2 the faul model with manufacturing

rate gave slihtly highe R 2 values under the assembly

category, and much higher R2 values for assembly with

the delivery rate pro37. Further, with the exception

of situations 3M and 3A', a comparison of R2 values in

Test Situations 3, 4, and 5 shows that assembly labor

hours are more fully explained.

Te ramification of these findings is that

assembly labor hour requirements ma be more sensitive

than fabrication labor hour requi.rements to production

rate changes. However, in light of Smith's findings

which led to the opposite conclusion, perhaps the only

logical compromise is that while both fabrication and

assembly labor hour requirements are sensitive to

production rate, no firm conclusion can be drawn as to

which is more sensitive.

Smith's Fifth Conclusion

Smith's fifth conclusion was that the production

rate variable stabilized and improved the predictive

ability of the full model. The predictive ability

results of the full model, as measured by percentage
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deviation from observed values, were not an consistently

good as the results that Smith found in his research.

However, the full model's predictions were substantially

better and more stable over a broader pred.ctive time

span range than the predictions given by the reduced

model. In particular, the one 7ear predictions of the

full model for Test Situations I and 2 deviated by

approximately five percent or less in nine out of twelve

instances. In situation 2M the deviation was -10.5,

in I M it was 10.6, and for 2D it was -13.0 percent.

To put these deviations in perspective, however, the

reduced model deviations were -1I.0 percent, -14.6 per-

cent and -26.8 percent, respectively, for these same

situations. In Test Situations 3, 4, and 5 only seven

of the twenty predictions fell within the five percent

deviation limit. Again, however, in 18 of these situa-

tions the full model predictions were as good as or

better than those of the reduced model.

So, while the predictive ability of the full

model was not good enough to pass the arbitrarily

selected five percent deviation criterion in all cases,

it was substantially better than the reduced model's

ability in the vast majority of situations tested. Not

only were the predictions better, they were more stable
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over a wider predictive time span. These findings, then,

am supportive of Smith's fifth conclusion.

S9th's Sixth Conclusion

Smith's sixth and final conclusion was that

tying to formulate a generalized cost model using coef-

ficients obtained from various production programs should

not be attempted. Support for this conclusion was found

within the pzedictive ability test situations with no

need to compare T-38/P-5 results against Smith's F-4.,

F-102, and KC-135 results. Por instance, the regression

coefficients often changed. substantially within a given

test situation as successive cases were omitted from

the regressed data. This finding strongl.y supports his

conclusion that coefficients should not be averaged

between or even within production programs. The model

coefficients must be tailored through regression analysis

of the most current data available for a given program.

CLOSINqG R AN RCOZ AMM TIONS

The objectives of this research were success-

fully achieved. In particular, the impact of the pro-

duction rate on direct labor requirements was analyzed

in detail and found to be substantial. Secondly,
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because of this first achievement, further support and

validation of Smith's model and approach were shown.

By combining the results of this resea=h with

those of Smith's research, the applicability of his model

and approach have been successfully demonstrated for

three fighter aircraft of different size, weight, and

pertormnce capability. Additionally, Smith's limited

success in applying the model to the KC-135 program

implies an even broader range of applicability.

Not only do these four aircraft programs demon-

strate applicability of Smith's model to different air-

craft types, they also represent applicability to the

production techniques and strategies of different manu-

facturers. This lends added support to the proposal

that production rate effects are indeed an important

consideration when estimating labor requirements.

Pinally, it is recommended that Smith's model

and approach be used to forecast direct labor require-

ments for future production of airtrames in an active

production program. The consistency of research results

indicates the model' s potential reliability and worth to

estimators in such an application.
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Table 24

ltedictive Ability - Test Situation lTM/lTD

Reduced Model - 1TM/1TD

Cases BO B, B2  Forecasta 0 Deviation

38 masked nasked - 1.94 -6.7
36 - 1.83 -12.3
34* - 1.77 -14.9
32 - 1.73 -16.8
36 - 1.67 -19.7
28 - 1.63 -21.6

Full Model- 1TH

Cases 8
0  81 B2 Forecasta I Deviation

38 masked masked masked .6 3.8
36 '2.19 5.3
34* 2.19 5.3
32 2.24 7.7 D
30 6-2.22 6.7
28 2.22 6.7

Full Model - lTD

Cases BO B1 82 Porecasta % Deviation

38 masked masked masked 2.14 2.9
36 2.12 1.9
34* 2.36 -1.3
32 2.02 -2.9
33 2.31 -3.4
28 1.99 -4.3

aForecasts are made for the labor hours variable
in Lot #48 (Case 43) for which the observed value is
2.38 hours per pound.

* - indicates approzimate one year time span.
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Table 5

Predictive Ability -Ts iuto P/7

Reduced XodeL - 11K/lID

Cases o1 recasta DeviationNO 1 2
38 masked masked - 1.11 -9.8
36 - 1.18 -12.2
34* - 1.55 -14.6
32 - 1.61 -17.9
30 -0 .96 -22.0
28 - .93 -24.8

rull model - lK

Cases B B1  a 2 Forecasts 1 Deviation

38 masked masked masked 1.34 8.9
36 1.36 16.6
34* 1.36 16.6
32 1.3"9 13.6
36 1.36 16.6
28 1.36 5.7

Lull Model - 17D

Cases so 91 3 2  Forecasta 0 Deviation

38 masked masked masked 1.35 5.7
36 1.28 4.1
34* 1.24 6.8
32 1.20 -2.4
31 1.17 -4.9
28 1.11 -9.8

aoroecasts are made for the labor hours variable
in Lot #45 (Case 46) for vhich the observed value is
1.23 hours per pound.

* - Indicates approximate one year time span.
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Table 26

ftedictive Ability - Test Situation lAM/lAD

Reduced Model lAM/lAD
Cases a 0 B2  Forecasta  D eviation

38 masked masked - 1.75 -11.8
36 - .74 -12.9
34* - 6.73 -14.1
32 - 6.72 -15.3
30 -0 .71 -16.5
28 - 6.71 -16.5

lu Model - 1AM

Cases O  B B Forecasta  t Deviationo1 2
38 masked masked masked 0.83 -2.4

36 0.83 -2.4
34* 0.83 -2.4
32 6.86 1.2
36 0.87 2.4
28 0.92 8.2

Full Model - lAD
Cases I a B Forecasta  t Deviation

38 masked masked masked 6.83 -2.4
36 6.83 -2.4
34* 6.82 -3.5
32 6.82 -3.5
31 6.84 -1.2
28 0.87 2.4

8forecasts are made for the labor hours variable

in Lot 041 (Case 46) for vhich the observed value is
6.85 hours per pound.

* - IndLcates approzimate one year time span.
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Table 27

Predictive Ability - Test Situation 2TM/2TD

leduced model 2TM/2TD

Cases al 32 Forecasta % Deviation

37 masked masked - 1.83 -8.5
35 - 1.77 -11.5
33* - 1.72 -14.0
31 - 1.69 -15.5
29 - 1.63 -18.5
27 - 1.61 -19.5

Full Model - 2TM

Cases BO  81 '2 Forecasta % Deviation

37 masked masked masked 2.16 8.6
35 2.16 8.6
33* 2.21 11.5
31 2.24 12.0
29 2.15 7.5
27 2.19 9.5

Ftll Model - 2TD

Cases SO al. Forecasta I Deviation

37 masked masked masked 2.10 5.6
35 2.05 2.5
33* 2.11 6.5
31 2.63 1.5
29 1.95 -2.5
27 1.95 -2.5

aforecasts are made fot the labor' hours variable

in Lot #46 (Case 39) for vhich the observed value is
2.16 hours per pound.

* - Indicates appozimate one year time span.
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Table 28

Predictive Ability -Test Situation 211/2ND

Reduced Model - 214/270

Cases B. B2 forecasta t Deviation

37 masked masked - 1.99 -21.6
35 - 1.5 -23.9
33* - 1.1 -26.8
31 - .98 -29.9
29 -- .93 -32.6
27 - 9.90 -34.8

Full Model - 2114

Cases 1 B2  Vorecasta  % Deviation

37 masked masked masked 1.35 -2.2
35 1.35 -2.2
33* 1.39 0.7
31 1.38 9.e
29 1.29 -6.5
27 1.26 -8.7

full Model - 2PD

Cases so B1 32 Forecasta % Deviation

37 masked masked masked 1.29 -6.5
35 1.25 -9.4
33* 1.20 -13.0
31 1.18 -14.5
29 1.11 -19.6
27 1.07 -22.5

apocecasts are made for the labor hours variable
in Lot #41 (Case 39) for which the observed value is
1.38 hours por pound.

* - indicates approximate one year time span.
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Table 29

Predictive Ability - Test Situation 2AN/2AD

Reduced Model 2AM/2AD

Cases B0 aa 2  Forecasta 0 Deviation

37 masked masked -6.74 -7.5
35 0 .72 -16.6
33* - .71 -11.3
31 - .71 -11.3
29 0 .76 -12.5
27 8 .71 -11.3

Full Model -2AM

Cases a a 2 forecasta j Deviation
SO 12

37 masked masked masked 6.81 1.3
35 6.81 1.3
33* 6.83 3.8
31 6.89 11.3
29 6.87 8.8
27 6.94 17.5

full Model - 2AD

cases so aB B 2 Focecasta 1 Deviation

37 masked masked masked 6.81 1.3
35 6.86 6.6
33* 6.86 6.6
31 6.83 3.8
29 6.84 5.0
27 6.87 8.8

5arecasts are made for the labor hours variable
in Lot #40 (Case 39) for which the observed value is
6.80 hours per pound.

I ndicates approximate one year time span.
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Table 31

Predictive Ability -. Test Situation 3TK/3TD

Reduced Model - 3TK/3TD

Cases Bo EL a orecast a  I Deviation

34 masked masked - 1.67 -11.2
32 1.63 -13.3
31* - 1.59 -15.4
28 - 1.56 -17.0
26 - 1.54 -18.1
24 - 1.54 -18.1

Full Model - 3T

Cases B1 82 Forecasta I Deviation

34 masked masked masked 2.66 9.6
32 2.06 6.4
36* 1.94 3.2
28 1.88 6.0
26 1.86 -1.1
24 1.88 6.9

Full Model - 3TD

Cases 80  B1  B2  Forecasta  1 Deviation

34 masked masked masked 1.91 1.6
32 1.82 -3.2
31* 1.76 -6.4
28 1.71 -9.6
26 1.74 -7.4
24 1.76 -6.4

alorecasts are made for the labor hours variable
in Lot #41 (Case 36) for which the observed value is
1.88 hours per pound.

* - Indicates approximate one year time span.
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Table 31

Predictive Ability - Test Situation 37M/31D

Reduced Model - 3M/3FD

Cases 8 a1 82 Forecasta % Deviation

34 masked nasked 6.99 -13.2
32 -- .96 -15.8
36* -- .93 -18.4
28 -- 6.89 -21.9
26 - .87 -23.7
24 - 6.87 -23.7

Full Model - 37M

Cases O  a Forecasta 1 Deviation

34 masked masked masked 1.36 19.3
32 1.34 17.5
30* 1.27 11.4
28 1.22 7.6
26 1.16 1.8
24 1.22 7.6

Full Model - 3FD

Cases so 31 32 Forecasta I Deviation

34 masked masked masked 1.17 2.6
32 1.11 -2.6
31* 1.65 -7.9
28 0.99 -13.2
26 1.61 -11.4
24 1.66 -12.3

aporecasts are made for the labor hours variable
in Lot #40 (Case 36) for which the observed value is
1.14 hours per pound.

* - Indicates approximate one year time span.
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Table 32

Predictive Ability - Test Situation 3A/3AD

Reduced Model - 3AM/3AD

Cases 3B 2 Potecasta % Deviation

34 masked masked -. 68 -8.1
32 - 9.67 -9.5
31* -- .67 -9.5
28 - 9.67 -9.5
26 - 0.68 -8.1
24 -- .68 -8.1

lull Model - 3AM

Cases a 0aI B2  Forecasta % Deviation

34 masked masked masked 1.74 6.9
32 0.70 -5.4
36* 9.69 -6.8 9
28 9.69 -6.8
26 .73 -1.4
24 9.73 -1.4

Full Model - 3AD

Cases O 2 lorecasta 0 Deviation

34 masked masked masked 1.74 9.0
32 0.71 -4.1
33* 9.71 -4.1

28 9.72 -2.7
26 9.74 9.0
24 9.75 1.4

aporocasts are made for the labor houts variable

in Lot #41 (Case 36) for which the observed value is
1.74 hours per pound.

* - Indicates approximate one year time span.
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Table 33

Predictive Ability - Test Situation 4TM/4TD

Reduced Model - 4TM/4TD

Cases B 0 a 1 l orecasta I Deviation

23 masked masked -2.68 -5.9
21 -2.66 -6.8
19' 1.97 -15.9
17 -1.88 -14.9
13 1.78 -19.5

*13 -1.71 -22.6

* full Model -4Th

Cases B a B Forecasta 0 Deviation
0 1. 2

23 masked masked masked 2.89 -5.4
21 2.87 -6.3
19' 2.03 -8.1
17 2.68 -9.5
15 1.96 -14.6
13 1.85 -16.3

Full Model - 4TD

Cases a B B 2 Forecasta %Deviation

23 masked masked masked 2.35 6.3
21 2.30 4.1
19* 2.23 0.9
17 2.19 -8.9
15 2.18 -1.4
13 2.10 -5.0

aorecasts are made for the labor hours variable
in Lot #46 (Case 25) for which the observed value is
2.21 hours per pound.

-indicates approximate one year time span.
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Table 34

Predictive Ability - Test Situation 4PM/4PD

Reduced Nodel -41M/4E'D

Cases Ba Forecasta I Deviation

23 masked masked - 1.35 5.5
21 - 1.33 3.9
19* - 1.29 0.8
17 - 1.22 -4.7
15 -1.17 -8.6
13 -1.11 -13.3

full Model - 4ON

Cases B~ 1B2 Forecasta 0 Deviation

23 masked masked masked 1.35 5.5
21 1.34 4.7
19* 1.32 3.19
17' 1.28 8.8
15 1.20 -6.3
13 1.14 -10.9

Full Model - OFD

Cases BO B I3 Forecasta %Deviation

23 masked masked masked 1.34 4.7
21 1.32 3.1
19* 1.28 3.0
17 1.26 -1.6
15 1.22 -4.7
13 1.17 -8.6

arorecasts are made for the labor hours variable
in Lot #40 (Case 25) for which the observed value is
1.28 hours per pound.

*-Indicates approximate one year time span.
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Table 35

Predictive ability - Test Situation 4AM/4AD

Reduced Model - 4AM/4AD

Cases SO11 9 2 Foicecasta Deviation

23 masked masked - 0.76 -17.4
21 - .75 -18.5
19* 0 .73 -29.7
17 - 6.69 -25.0
15 - 6.66 -28.3
13 -6.66 -28.3

Full Model - 4AM
Cases B a B Forecast a I Deviation

0 1 2
23 masked masked masked 0.77 -16.3
21 6.76 -17.4
19* 0.75 -18.5
17 0.74 -19.6
15 0.71 -22.8
13 0.72 -21.7

Full Model - 4AD

Cases B0  S1  B2  Forecasta I Deviation

23 masked masked masked 0.75 -18.5
21 0.75 -18.5
19* 6.72 -21.7
17 6.72 -21.7
15 0.72 -21.7
13 0.73 -29.7

alorecasts are made for the labor houts variable
in Lot 040 (Case 25) for which the observed value is
0.92 houts pe pound.

* - Indicates approzimate one year time span.
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Table 36

Predictive Ability - Test Situation 5TM4/5TD

Reduced Model - TX/5TD

Cases 5aB B Forecasta I Deviation

22 masked masked - 2.11 -8.3
20 - 2.06 -18.4
is*' - 1.98 -13.9
16 - 1.89 -17.8
14 - 1.79 -22.2
12 - 1.75 -23.9

Full Model - 5TM

Cases 130 31B2 rorecasta I Deviation

22 masked masked masked 2.49 8.3
23 2.43 5.7
i8* 2.46 *4.3D
16. 2.27 -1. 3
14 2.14 -7.0
12 2.14 -7.0

full Model - STD

Cases Bb a, 2 Forecasta I Deviation

22 msked masked masked 2.44 6.1
26 2.37 3.0
18* 2.34 1.7
16 2.36 2.6
14 2.17 -5.7
12 2.13 -7.4

avorecasts are made for the labor hours variable
in Lot #46 (Case 24) for which the observed value is
2.38 hours per pound.

*-Indicates approximate one year time span.
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Table 37

Ptedictive Ability - Test Situation 51N/SFD

Reduced Model - 5FK/SFD

Caes o 1 V2 rocecasta 0 Deviation

22 masked masked - 1.36 1.5
23 - 1.33 -3.7
18* - 1.28 -4.5
16- 1.22 -9.3
14 - 1.14 -14.9
12 - 1.13 -17.9

Full Model - SPN
Cases B 1 a2  Forecasta 0 Deviation

22 masked masked masked 1.59 18.7
23 1.56 16.4
18* 1.51 12.7
16 1.43 4.5
14 1.29 -3.7
12 1.23 -13.4

Full Model - 5D
Cases SO 1  a2  Forecasta t Deviation

22 masked masked masked 1.55 15.7
23 1.51 12.7
18* 1.47 9.7
16 1.42 6.1
14 1.28 -4.5
12 1.24 -7.5

alorecasts ate made for the labor hours vartable
in Lot #43 (Case 24) for vhich the observed value is
1.34 bouts per pound.

* - Indicates approximate one year time span.
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Table 38

Predictive Ability - Test Situation SAM/SAD

Reduced Model - SAM/AD

Cases 1 2  Forecasta j Deviation

22 masked masked - 8.78 -18.8
23 - 0.76 -21.8
1* - 0.74 -22.9
16 - 0.78 -18.8
14 - 3.69 -28.1
12 - 3.70 -27.1

Full Model - 5AM
Cases B 0]. B2  Forecasta % Deviation

22 masked masked masked 3.89 -7.3
23 3.87 -9.4
18* 0.88 -8.3
16 0.83 -13.5
14 8.79 -17.7
12 0.89 -7.3

Full model - SAD

Cases SB B1  B2  Forecasta  % Deviation

22 masked masked masked 3.88 -8.3
23 3.86 -13.4
18* .88 -8.3
16 3.88 -8.3
14 3.65 -11.5
12 3.87 -9.4

avorecasts are made for the labor hours variable
in Lot #49 (Case 24) for which the observed value is
3.96 hours per pound.

* - indicates approximate one year time span.
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